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THE GROOP PHOTO SPECIAL

LYNNE RANDELL - POP SPEAK OUT
IAN MELDRUM SUMS UP
THE SCENE
PIN-UPS - GROOP - DAVY JONES
JOHNNY YOUNG SNEAKS BACK HOME
He's here for a holiday and a tour

Early last week Johnny Young arrived in Perth from London hoping to go unnoticed. But unfortunately for Johnny, our Perth Go-Set spy noticed him.

Johnny, who has been living in London since June of last year, made a brief visit here at the end of September. He arrived back with his family, and after a brief stay, they made their way to England. Johnny has had three singles released, but none of them have managed to make any notable impression on the charts.

Apparently, Johnny intends to take a couple of weeks rest with his family before undertaking a national Australian tour.
RONNIE CHARLES
HAS A LAST SAY!!!

30 KEY QUESTIONS:
Are fans living in a dream world?
No, Kids firmly believe in their world!
-Marriage seems a drag at the moment -

with Lynne Randell

IAN MELDON looks thru keyholes

PLEASE DON'T TALK
ABOUT ME WHEN
I'M GONE!

By LILY BREIT

Ian Meldrum, Go-Set feature writer left last Sunday on board the "Castle Falcon" for England.

Ian will cover the English and American pop scenes for Go-Set while he is away.

Already many interviews with English groups have been set up for Ian which he will send back weekly as a Go-Set "Letter from Pop-reporter".

Ian will also study recording techniques used by the English and English recording companies, in the hope that it will be of help to him when he returns.

It will take approximately five weeks on board the "Castle Falcon" before he arrives in London, and then he will work at such ports as Auckland, Penrith, Bath, Christchurch, Corunna, Lismore, Cairns, Sydney, Tamworth, and Newcastle. Ian claims he has deservedly earned.

At the scene as he sees it - as he leaves for England

...
THE GROOP'S MARCH TO FAME

1965 MELBOURNE

Early 1965, three boys known as the OXFORD TRIO, decide they want to form a group. They are PETER McCABE, MAX ROSS and RICHARD WRIGHT. The trio consist of two bass and a lead guitar who need a singer. They advertise in a music shop, little English guys apply, and gets the job, it is PETER BRUCE. A pop group is formed, by the name of the Group.

1966 MELBOURNE

The Groop are the supporting act on the "Tom Jones, Harris Hartman Show" in Adelaide and Melbourne. Beloved GO-SET first hits the streets! The Groop have a house of being Australia's first group to have a feature article in GO-SET.

The Groop make several successful interstate tours. They got the Melbourne charts twice, and are the Groop's sound known as a Melbourne sound. Another single, and an L.P., followed, with the same success.

The Groop are worried about their lack of recognition Internationally. The Groop's new lead singer is DONkHz.

1967

The Groop's record "Sorry", rookers up the Melbourne charts. This is still little recognition Internationally.

Their next single is released. The Groop's sound known as a Melbourne sound. Another single, and an L.P., followed, with the same success.

The Groop are worried about their lack of recognition Internationally. The Groop's new lead singer is DONkHz.

1968

The Groop are the supporting act on the "Tom Jones, Harris Hartman Show" in Adelaide and Melbourne. Beloved GO-SET first hits the streets! The Groop have a house of being Australia's first group to have a feature article in GO-SET.

The Groop make several successful interstate tours. They got the Melbourne charts twice, and are the Groop's sound known as a Melbourne sound. Another single, and an L.P., followed, with the same success.

The Groop are worried about their lack of recognition Internationally. The Groop's new lead singer is DONkHz.

The Groop's record "Sorry", rookers up the Melbourne charts. This is still little recognition Internationally.

Their next single is released. The Groop's sound known as a Melbourne sound. Another single, and an L.P., followed, with the same success.

The Groop are worried about their lack of recognition Internationally. The Groop's new lead singer is DONkHz.

1968 JANUARY

The Groop have left for England, what lies ahead for them only time will tell. If success comes, it will be well deserved, and notoriety, these great guys, who are the Groop, don't lose.

GO-SET wishes them bon voyage and heaps of the success they deserve!!

Good Luck in England

Bare Soles and TWITTERS go together

Weekend: Psychotic Flowers that grow by sun and salt
In every color imaginable.
Available at all these leading stores.

GO-SET TWITTERS

99 cents a pair

Mamas, Gentlewomen and gentlemen:
Chan. Moore: Pullman and others.
George, A.R. Stadman
Mamas, Gentlewomen and others.

Mamas, Gentlewomen and others.
George, A.R. Stadman

Mamas, Gentlewomen and others.

Good news for those of you who are interested in the world of the Groop.

The Groop became famous because of their original members. Their sound was unique and they tried to build up a new following.

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

ADELAIDE

THE GREATEST OF THE BIG SHOWS SINCE THE BEATLES & THE ROLLING STONES!

THE WHO

THE SMALL FACES

PAUL JONES

THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE HIT SENSATIONS ON GENERATING 2 HOURS FANTASTIC EXCITEMENT

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

ADELAIDE

CENTENNIAL HALL

Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Saturday, January 27

at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
and 6 at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
and 6 at 6 and 8.45 p.m.

Prices: $2.50 $2.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50

Tickets are only available at Box Office, and at the door.

A勝 = BOOK NOW!

AZTEC SERVICES - STADIUMS - MILLER ATTRACTIONS JOINTLY PRESENT

THE WHO

THE SMALL FACES

PAUL JONES

THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE HIT SENSATIONS ON GENERATING 2 HOURS FANTASTIC EXCITEMENT

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

ADELAIDE

CENTENNIAL HALL

Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Next Mon. and Tues., Jan. 20
Saturday, January 27

at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
and 6 at 6 and 8.45 p.m.
and 6 at 6 and 8.45 p.m.

Prices: $2.50 $2.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50

Tickets are only available at Box Office, and at the door.
**CONCERTS**

**WINNERS**

Ram Jam double-sided chance

**FILMS**

LILLY BRENN GOES TO THE MOVIES

**ENGLISH POP SCENE EXPOSED!**

Here's a book for EVERY pop-fan

BOOK: LOWDOWN ON THE ENGLISH POP SCENE*

**FAN CLUBS**

The 'downlow' (and we mean the LOWDOWN) on every important group or title on the scene. Plus over 100 photos - many in colour.

ONLY 50c AT YOUR NEWSAGENT NOW
A TASTE OF HONEY

SARA HARTWIG'S INDIAN GEAR COMPETITION

RONNIE BURNS: somebody's image

YOUNG MODERN GIRLS AND BOYS HAIRDRESSERS

FOR THE COOL TRENDY BLOKES

WIDE TROUSERS

THUMPIN' TUM DISCOTHEQUE

EVERY WEEKEND FROM 10.00 P.M. TO 6.00 A.M.

FANTASTIC OFFER!

Anyone carrying a Go-Set gets 10% Discount in any store

SOLD IN A TASTE OF HONEY

Telephone 94.04.93

John Maurice

336 Swanston Street Melbourne

SALE

PRICES SLASHED

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO BE ME?

DOWNTOWN, SEPT.

DEMONSTRATORS

THUR.: THIS WEEK

FRI.: Dream, Groove

SAT.: Blues Rags and Rollers

SUN.: Jeff St. John and the Yama

Max Merrill and the Mellotrons

THUMPIN' TUM DISCOTHEQUE

127 Collins St., Melbourne
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**AFTERNOON DANCE**
10th. AVE. BOURKE ST. OPP COLES 200  EVERY DAY 12-5 p.m. TOP BANDS

**NOT ONLY BUT ALSO**
This is the group not only to watch but also to book.
Very reasonable rates.
Phone Steve... 83 9787

**FEEDBACK**
WEDNESDAY
RAM JAM
BIG BAND
435 Ingham St.
St. Kilda

**SHARA**
From the Discotheque's of LONDON comes...
with her own original dance acts

**MEAT BALLS**
Open Nightly
No. 1. Spring Street
Telephone: 63 2517

**MERTHS**
Open Nightly
No. 1. Spring Street
Telephone: 63 2517

**VICTORIA & ALBERT**
Open Nightly
No. 1. Spring Street
Telephone: 63 2517

**SCHOLA**
Open Nightly
No. 1. Spring Street
Telephone: 63 2517

**THE TRIP**
21 DEPANNE St. OX1
SUB-TERRANEAN MIND EXPANSION
FRI: THE OUTLAWS
SAT: THE GROOVE, THE SOUL
Each Lunchtime: THE DREAM

**LORD JOHN**
PIRAM DIN, CONCERN
THE GROOVE
OUTLAWS
THE SYNDICATE

**OPUS**
SATURDAY
max merritt and the meteors
grantley dee and the hurricanes
the dream
pete watson's rock house
the campact
SUNDAY
the twilights
ram jam big band
the wild chermes

**DYMONDS**
954109

**H. MATTHEWS & ASS.**
BOUNCERS
DOORMEN
BODYGUARDS, ETC.
DISCOs, DANCES, PARTIES, BALLs
499 1479

**PLEASE DON'T FEED THE POP STARS**
at LILY'S Restaurant
BECAUSE THAT'S OUR JOB
220 VICTORIA PDE., E. MELB.
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